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the numbers game 
behind the UK public spending review 

 

� The government’s CSR is both achievable and imperative.  

� Whilst there are no wholly risk-free solutions to an unprecedented fiscal 

deficit, the CSR proposals minimise the under-discussed risk of hitting 11.4 million 

homeowners with sharp rises in their monthly mortgage costs. 

� The big challenge for government is ensuring that the brunt of the savings 

does indeed fall on excessive administration rather than on front-line service 

provision.   

 

Such is the plethora of numbers supplied by the Chancellor in yesterday’s long-awaited 

Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) that forensic examination could easily keep statisticians, 

analysts and commentators gainfully employed for months. The CSR contains numbers to support 

almost any interpretation between extreme anxiety and intense relaxation.  

Over the coming four years, and according to one’s choice of statistics, government expenditures will 

either rise by £60 billion (nominally) or fall by £80bn (on a real terms basis1). Even in purely non-

financial terms, numbers abound, ranging between four (frigates lost by the Royal Navy) and 490,000 

(the likely total of public sector job losses). 

But the number that matters most was one not even mentioned by Mr Osborne, though it is a statistic 

that he has very clearly (and commendably) kept firmly in mind.  

That number? It is 11.4 million – the number of residential mortgage-payers in the United Kingdom2.  

We should be in no doubt that homeowners would be by far the biggest losers were the 

coalition government to back down over its plans to eliminate the structural deficit by trimming 

the proportion of national income spent by the government from an unsustainable 48% (last year) to 

a still-far-from-low 40% (by 2015-16), simultaneously eliminating the vast bulk of a deficit which 

reached a frightening 11% of GDP in 2009-10.  

Cutting spending necessarily courts unpopularity, but continued high borrowings would 

undoubtedly court much higher interest rates, potentially reducing millions of working 

homeowners to penury. 

 

                                                 
1
 For more detail, see Tullett Prebon Strategy Notes, issue twelve, Storm in a Spend-Cut, 20

th
 September 2010, and Centre for 

Policy Studies, A Shower, Not A Hurricane, 15
th
 October 2010  

2
 Council of Mortgage Lenders, 20

th
 October 2010, http://www.cml.org.uk/cml/media/press/2745 
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A retreat from imprudence 

The context of the CSR should, by now, be very familiar, but it is so important that it merits a brief 

recapitulation. Under Tony Blair and Gordon Brown, excessive deregulation fostered a property-

driven economic bubble which, tragically, the then-government mistook for real growth. Emboldened 

by the supposed abolition of “boom and bust”, the New Labour government let public expenditures 

rip. In 1999-2000, spending totalled £343bn, a figure that would have reached some £450bn by 

2009-10 if it had simply moved in line with inflation. In fact, spending in that year was £669bn - a real-

terms increase of more than 50% - and is likely to total £697bn this year. 

When, inevitably, the bubble burst, Britain faced two problems, not one. Most obviously, as tax 

revenues slumped and benefit costs soared, the UK incurred a deficit of 11%, the worst funding gap 

in any major OECD economy and a number which meant that a ludicrous 25p in every pound spent 

by the state was being borrowed.  

In an effort to stave off an even sharper economic downturn, the then-government incurred, over two 

fiscal years, incremental debts equivalent to 18% of current GDP, and added a further 14% through 

‘quantitative easing’ (QE), the current euphemism for the printing of money. Additionally, of course, 

policy rates were slashed to almost zero. 

Most commentators are aware that spending cuts might impair growth. But the second risk – which 

has attracted far less attention – is the clear and present danger that a continuation of past 

policies would result in a sharp rise in interest rates.  

Such an outcome would damage business, of course, but by far the most detrimental impact would 

be felt by those 11.4 million homeowners who between them owe £1.2 trillion in mortgages. If rates 

were to move up significantly, these people would find their monthly mortgage payments climbing 

very sharply indeed, quite possibly to wholly unaffordable levels. At the same time, a serious 

worsening in mortgage costs would be likely to drive property prices downwards, trapping millions of 

these same homeowners in negative equity.  

Remembering the voiceless millions 

At some 11.4 million – a number which we make no apologies whatsoever for repeating - the United 

Kingdom’s mortgage payers outnumber public sector employees by almost two-to-one. 

Indeed, very many government employees are themselves mortgage payers. Yet, unlike public 

sector workers, businesses and other affected interests, homeowners belong to no union or other 

representative body. There is no equivalent of the TUC or the CBI which speaks for them. But we 

should be in no doubt that these people would suffer more severely than anyone else if government 

lost its nerve over spending cuts, continued with unsustainably high borrowing, and courted a sharp 

rise in rates by losing the fragile confidence of the credit markets.   

Back in the spring, it had become extremely clear that the British government’s hold on its gold-

standard AAA credit rating was at significant risk of weakening. Essentially, markets had the UK on 

watch – in terms of fiscal management, was Britain a proto-Germany, or a proto-Greece? Whilst 

perhaps a rather esoteric subject where the general public is concerned, international sovereign 

bond ratings are absolutely pivotal to future fiscal viability. 
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Fig. 1: The CSR in context - correcting the spending binge* 

 
*Source: Tullett Prebon calculations based on data from H.M. Treasury 

 

In fairness to him, then-Chancellor Alistair Darling made it very clear that he understood this perfectly 

well. Like George Osborne, Mr Darling, too, had plans to cut expenditures, recognising that his 

emergency policies – a mixture of huge deficits, near-zero rates and QE – were not a sustainable 

option over the medium or longer term. Political differences over the deficit issue, as underlined 

yesterday by shadow Chancellor Alan Johnson, are about timing and degree, not about direction. 

Mr Johnson’s argument, which is that excessive cuts in spending could put the recovery at risk by 

depressing demand, is a legitimate one, with classic Keynesian logic behind it. It would be 

implausible to argue that Mr Osborne’s strategy is wholly risk-free, because there are no risk-free 

options at a time of an unprecedented fiscal deficit set against, as Kenneth Clarke has ably 

explained, a context of extreme economic fragility in the Western world.  

There are, however, two problems with the traditional Keynesian approach. First, any cuts-driven fall 

in demand could easily be exceeded by the massive impact on homeowners’ spending power which 

would result from any sharp rise in interest rate.  Second, and unlike any other downturn since 1945, 

what we are experiencing now is a deleveraging recession, not a destocking one. This difference 

is fundamental, for logic surely dictates that one cannot borrow one’s way out of the consequences of 

excessive debt. 

Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?  

The second strong point in favour of Mr Osborne’s strategy is that, as outlined earlier, public 

spending has expanded massively, in real-terms, over the last decade. Moreover, and as was 

explained so admirably by Sir Philip Green in his recent report, government expenditures are hugely 

wasteful and inefficient. To this we would add our observation that British public services are 

massively over-administered.  

Based on the forward inflation assumptions set out by the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR), 

projected spending in 2015-16 is, at some £750bn, equivalent to about £671bn at 2010 prices. The 
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scale of the planned reduction from the likely current-year out-turn (£697bn) is very far from huge. 

Reducing spending to the real-terms equivalent of £671bn by 2015-16 does not even turn the 

expenditure clock back to 2006-07 (£610bn), let alone to 2003-04 (£546bn) or 1999-2000 (£453bn). 

In fact, the best comparator is 2008-09, when spending equated to £661bn at 2010 values. 

Of course, rising debt interest costs - and the political decision to ring-fence health, aid and schools 

spending - have a significant leveraging effect on unprotected department resources and, in any 

case, unit costs in certain expenditure categories tend to rise appreciably more quickly than the 

general level of price inflation. 

Against this, however, there is the scope for saving money by slashing waste, in which we include 

quangos as well as over-administration. When government can, at a stroke, eliminate 25,000 civil 

service posts at the Ministry of Defence (MoD), one cannot but wonder why the MoD was employing 

over 70,000 civilians in the first place.  

The aim of cutting overhead is the consistent thread which runs through the entire CSR. If this 

is effective, it could not only save money but actually improve the quality of services (and the lives of 

front-line staff) at the same time. 

And here’s the big, perhaps under-exposed risk at the heart of the CSR process. To be sure, it is well 

understood that a fall in demand could hit the economy, and a double-dip recession in most of the 

OECD economies looks pretty likely anyway, with or without public spending reductions. 

But the big (but so-far under-appreciated) risk is that government is asking administrators to 

implement drastic cuts in the cost of administration, an aim which, whilst imperative, also brings 

to mind the words “turkeys”, “vote” and “Christmas”. As the Roman poet Juvenal put it, “quis 

custodiet ipsos custodes?” (“who watches the watchmen?”).  

The CSR process will hurt, and some areas of the public sector remain in a state that is not far 

removed from a shambles (defence, with the looming possibility of aircraft carriers without aircraft, is 

an extreme example of this).  

But Mr. Osborne’s spending plans are both reasonable and imperative. Everyone appreciates that 

the government will need strong resolve to face down affected vested interests, but it will also need 

extreme vigilance if it is to ensure that senior administrators do not simply divert the essential 

retrenchment into front-line service cuts rather than into slashing administrative excess.    

The other critical issue, of course, is ensuring that private sector growth at least offsets the negative 

economic (and employment) implications of fiscal retrenchment. Here, the big priority is less financial 

than legislative and administrative. In addition to vigilance over way in which the CSR cuts are 

implemented, government’s other top priority should be to hack away at the burdens imposed on 

business by administrative and regulatory excesses, many of which are rooted in the politically-

correct dogmas of the Blair-Brown administration.   
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Dr Tim Morgan 

GLOBAL HEAD OF RESEARCH 
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